
Ñ The 1920s to mid-1930s were years of extreme 
financial pressure.

- The Great Depression
- Affected both rich and poor
- 25% unemployment
- 60% drop in the price of crops

The Roots of Rock



Ñ The 1940s were consumed by the most 
destructive war the world has ever known.

Ñ Over 30 countries and 100 million people 
involved 

Ñ Over 61 million people perished

World War II



Ñ Post-War peace (family, college, career)
Ñ Rise of the Middle-Class (Homeownership, 

auto industry
Ñ Television ( more music time for radio )

Some of the Positive Social 
Influences of the 1950s.



Ñ Due to segregation, musical styles were also 
kept separate.

Ñ Rhythm & Blues was one track
Ñ Took the musical elements of Gospel and 

turned them into a secular work
Ñ 1950s Pop was the other track

R&B vs 1950s Pop



Ñ Bands usually consisted of piano, one or two 
guitars, bass, drums, and saxophone. 

Ñ Arrangements were rehearsed to the point of 
effortlessness and were sometimes 
accompanied by background vocalists. 

Ñ Simple repetitive parts, rhythmic interplay 
producing mellow, lilting, and often hypnotic 
textures.

Characteristics of Rhythm 
& Blues



Ñ Similar qualities to Blues but with lighter lyrics
Ñ Dealt with topics of innocent boy-girl love; 

nonthreatening.
Ñ Pop sought to be comfortable, pleasant, 

righteous, and excess was avoided.
Ñ Completely ignored the turmoil, controversy of 

previous decades.

1950s Pop Music



Ñ Two styles of music helped spread Rock & Roll
Ó Tin Pan Alley
Ó Country & Western 

Outside Help



Ñ Started as early as the late 1800s and continued 
well into the 1950s

Ñ A group of Music Publishers and Songwriters 
in New York that dominated the popular music 
scene. 

Ñ Responsible for the dissemination of sheet 
music for popular music.

Tin Pan Alley



Ñ Non Controversial lyrics
Ñ Straight uncomplicated rhythm – kept in the 

background
Ñ Broadway or Movie songs adapted to popular 

style

Characteristics of Tin Pan 
Alley



Ñ Irving Berlin – God Bless America
Ñ George Gershwin - Summertime
Ñ Hoagy Carmichael – Georgia on My Mind

Important Names in Tin 
Pan Alley



“Georgia on My Mind” – Ray Charles



Ñ Unlike Pop Music, Country & Western had a 
small but well defined audience

Ñ The Grand Ole Opry, Nashville Scene, etc.
Ñ Birth of small Indie labels (Huge for Rock & 

Roll)

Country & Western



Ñ Consists of a vocalist, vocal backup, electric 
pedal steel guitar, piano, violin, acoustic bass, 
acoustic or electric guitar

Ñ No drums8 (early country) – Bass set the 
rhythm with slap beats until the mid-1950s

Ñ Also used vocal inflections - yodel

Characteristics of Country 
& Western Music



Each of these three styles – Pop, R&B, and C&W 
contributed in varying degrees to the formation 
of Rock & Roll.

Ñ R&B the Heaviest Contributor
Ñ Pop contributed the least
Ñ C&W introduced the concept of indie labels



The Birth of Rock & Roll

Ñ Pop, Country & Western, and Rhythm & Blues 
coexisted in th early 1950s as three separate 
markets.

Ñ This all changed during a three year period 
(1954 to 1957).

Ñ The result of this change is what is considered 
the Birth of Rock and Roll



Crossovers

Ñ Crossovers – Records that originated in one 
market but succeeded in another.

Ñ Became more frequent in the early 1950s – most 
often were Rhythm & Blues songs reaching the 
lower end of the Pop charts.



Early Crossover Examples

Ñ “Earth Angel” by The Penguins -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJcGi4-
n_Yw

Ñ “Cryin’ in the Chapel” by The Orioles -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEwcMvc
WKgk

* Held the Number 1 position in the R&B Charts 
and also climbed to the Number 11 spot on the 
Pop Charts



Covers
Ñ Covers – an alternate version of an original 

song. Most commonly Rhythm & Blues covered 
into Pop but could be from any style.

Ñ Almost always recorded by a different artist 
and often by another record company.

Ñ This involved both white musicians covering 
the songs of black musicians and vice-versa.

Ñ Often these Pop covers exceeded the sales of 
the original.



Cover Examples
Ñ “Earth Angel” by the Crew Cuts -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKzc6zuyk
kk

Ñ “Secret Love” by Doris Day -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiueIiFJdN
8

Ñ “Secret Love” by The Moonglows -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejfJb-
q3G_0



The Music Consumer of the 
1950s

Ñ Crossover Sales, R&B Cover Versions, and Pop 
“Sound-Alikes” (original pop songs in the R&B 
style) all reflected an important new 
phenomenon.

Ñ The Emergence of a Distinct Youth Culture
Ñ Prior to the 1950s, the primary customer for the 

entertainment industry was adults



The Youth Rebelion



Ñ “Blackboard Jungle”(1955) – starring Sydney 
Poitier and Glen Ford

Ñ “Rock Around the Clock” by Bill Haley – came 
to symbolize the emergence of this new musical 
sound

Ñ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_RWFLB
C4O8



Bill Haley & The Comets

Ñ From Detroit, MI
Ñ His musical career swept across the three music 

markets – Pop, C&W, R&B.  Fully illustrated 
the musical integration that occurred within 
Rock and Roll during the 1950s

Ñ Began playing C&W and would occasionally 
slip in a R&B in a Country style to avoid 
upsetting his audience



Bill Haley & The Comets

Ñ “Crazy, Man, Crazy” – 1952 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNYZ1Ap
Q6Js

Ñ “Shake, Rattle, and Roll” – 1954 (originally an 
R&B hit by Joe Turner) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8B7xr_Ejbz
E

Ñ “Rock Around The Clock” – 1955 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ud_JZcC0t
HI



Ñ Haley was nearly 40 years old
Ñ His Country & Western background was all too 

evident
Ñ A new figure was needed to be the front man 

for Rock & Roll


